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The collection contains 47 collections of home movies
created by 47 different families in the American South.
Preferred Citation
Center for Southern Folklore Home Movies
Collection (MUM00709), Archives and Special
Collections, J.D. Williams Library, The University of
Mississippi
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SCoPE anD ContEnt
The collection contains 47 collections of home movies
created by 47 different families in the American South.



























landscape, and miscellaneous other subjects.
Detailed shot lists and descriptions of the physical
condition of each film collection are available in the PDFs
linked to in the container list.
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aDmInIStratIvE InformatIon
Publication Information
University of Mississippi Libraries May 2013
access restrictions
The Center for Southern Folklore Home Movies Collection
is open for research. However, access to some films may
be restricted due to their condition or format. Check
individual collection descriptions for details and contact
Archives and Special Collections at least two days in
advance if you wish to use this collection.
Copyright restrictions
The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, United
States Code) governs the making of photocopies or other
reproductions of copyrighted material. Under certain
conditions specified in the law, libraries and archives are
authorized to furnish a photocopy or other reproduction.
One of these specified conditions is that the photocopy or
reproduction is not to be "used for any purpose other than
private study, scholarship or research." If a user makes a
request for, or later uses, a photocopy or reproduction for
purposes in excess of "fair use," that user may be liable
for copyright infringement.
additions
No further additions are expected to this collection.
Processing Information
Collection processed by Archives and Special Collections 
staff. Finding aid created by Kathryn Michaelis, May 2013. 
Updated March 2020 by Abigail Norris.
Existence of Copies
If access copies of films have been made, that information
appears in the container list under "Available Formats."
alternative formats
A portion of this collection has been digitized.
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rELatED matErIaLS
related materials at the university of mississippi
For additional visual collections, see the Archives'
Photograph Collections subject guide.
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ControLLED aCCESS HEaDIngS
Corporate name(s)
Center for Southern Folklore
format(s)
16mm
8mm (size: photographic film)
Subject(s)
Amateur films -- United States
Families -- Southern States
Holidays
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CoLLECtIon InvEntory
 1 alvis, 1960-1976 
Shot list   33 Reels
available formats
Master
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 2 boschert, 1940-1950 
Shot list   4 Reels
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 3 bradshaw, 1957-1963 
Shot list   18 Reels
available formats
Master
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 4 brock, 1945-1946 
Shot list   14 Reels
avaliable formats
Master
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 5 brokaw, 1961 
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 6 buckley, 1956-1964 
Shot list   15 Reels
available formats
Master
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 7 Calhoun, 1948-1984 
Shot list   20 Reels
available formats
Master & VHS
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 8 Cauley, 1979-1990 
Shot list   37 Reels
available formats
Master
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 9 Cohen, 1950-1959 
Shot list   13 Reels
available formats
VHS
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 10 Cook, 1957-1962 
Shot list   5 Reels
available formats
Master
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 11 Creel 
Shot list   6 Reels
available formats
Master
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 12 Crosby 
Shot list   4 Reels
available formats
Master
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 13 Davenport 
Shot list   1 Reel
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 14 East Central Community College 
Shot list   2 Reels
available formats
Master
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 15 Edmondson 
Shot list   2 Reels
available formats
Master
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 16 fancher, 1938-1968 
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 17 gable, 1942 
Shot list   1 Reel
available formats
Master
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 18 graham, 1959-1971 
Shot list   41 Reels
available formats
Master
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 19 grantham, 1937-1972 
Shot list   34 Reels
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 20 grubbs, 1972-1986 
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 21 guest, 1961-1981 
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 22 Hammond, 1973-1985 
Shot list   10 Reels
available formats
Master
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 23 Huffman, 1949-1958 
Shot list   22 Reels
available formats
Master & VHS
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 24 Johnson, f.L., 1972 
Shot list   16 Reels
available formats
Master
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 25 Johnson, r., 1958-1972 
Shot list   21 Reels
available formats
Master
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 26 Jones, 1956-1961 
Shot list   19 Reels
available formats
VHS
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 27 Kelly, 1959-1971 
Shot list   2 Reels
available formats
Master
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 28 Lamb, 1948-1973 
Shot list   59 Reels
available formats
Master & VHS
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 29 Lenoir, 1963-1980s 
Shot list   35 Reels
available formats
Master
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 30 Livingston, 1952-1966 
Shot list   21 Reels
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 31 Lott, 1955-1973 
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 32 Lotterhos, 1967-1979 
Shot list   91 Reels
available formats
Master
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 33 Lytle, 1938-1950 
Shot list   21 Reels
available formats
Master, VHS, & DVD
Digital
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 34 mason, 1958-1963 
Shot list   17 Reels
available formats
Master
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 35 maynor, 1949-1969 
Shot list   31 Reels
available formats
Master & VHS
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 36 nichols, 1920s-1978 
Shot list   3 Reels
available formats
Master
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 37 norton 
Shot list   3 Reels
available formats
Master
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 38 Parks, 1957-1979 
Shot list   12 Reels
available formats
Master
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 39 Pepper, 1938-1972 
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 40 Piazza, 1965-1980 
Shot list   29 Reels
available formats
Master
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 41 Purviance, 1967-1972 
Shot list   5 Reels
available formats
Master
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 42 therrell, 1940s-1978 
Shot list   9 Reels
available formats
Master
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 43 thomas, 1956-1959 
Shot list   5 Reels
available formats
Master, VHS, & DVD
Digital
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 44 treas, 1940s-1950s 
Shot list   4 Reels
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 45 utnoska, 1961-1967 
Shot list   17 Reels
available formats
Master
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 46 Weinstein 
Shot list   1 Reel
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 47 Wilbanks, 1967-1981 
Shot list   24 Reels
available formats
Master
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